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To repair the removed profile runners 
 

 
 
Required repair materials: 

 

- Aceton:  Available at painter store 

- PVC adhesive (brand: “geistlich”) Available at househould- and hobbystore  

- Perhaps a scraper  Available at househould- and hobbystore 

 

1. Check with the fingers where the profile 

runners has been removed from the grey 

bottom material. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Clean the grey bottom material and the 

profile runners perfectly with Aceton. 

 

3. Apply the PVC-glue evenly on the underside 

of the profile runners and the grey bottom 

material. 

 

4. Dry the glue for 10 minutes. Don’t connect 

the profile runners with the grey bottom 

material before it’s dry. 

 

5. Press the profile runners together with the 

grey bottom material and dry it 24 hours 

(Tipp: If possible weight it down with a heavy 

object!). 
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Put in new runners 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

1. Cut the runners on the airboard with a box 

cutter at a 45 degree angle. 

 

 

2. Fit the counter piece to the missing profiles 

and cut it at a 45 degree angle. 

 

 

3. Spread the PVC glue evenly on the counter 

piece and the grey bottom material.   

 

4. Let the glue dry and continue with point 5. 

Don’t connect the profile runners with the 

grey bottom material before it is dry. 
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Required repair materials: 

 

- Aceton: Available at painter store 

- PVC adhesive (brand: “geistlich”) Available at household- and hobbystore  

- Box cutter Available at household- and hobbystore 

 

 

 

5.  Stick on the counter piece exactly to fill the 

gaps between the profile runners and the 

counter piece. 

 

Press the profil runners together with the 

grey bottom material and dry it 24 hours 

(Tipp: If possible weight it down with a heavy 

object!). 
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Pinholes (small leaks) 

 

 
Required repair-materials: 

 

- Aceton: Available at painter store 

- Silicon Seamgrip of the brand “GearAid”  

- Watersprayer 

- Soap 

- Pen 

- Adhesive tape 

 

1. Inflate the snowbodyboard as strong as 

possible. 

 

2. To find the leak spray your snowbodyboard 

with a water-soap mix (1/10).  It form bubbles 

at the leak. 

 

3. Remove the soap and mark the spots of the 

leaks with a pen. 

 

 

4. Vent the snowbodyboard and let it dry 

completely 

 

5. Clean the marked spot with Aceton. 

 

 

6. Border the marked spot with adhesive tape. 

 

7. Apply the silicon on the leaky spot  

 

8. Dry the silicon at least 24 hours. 
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To repair the hand pump 
 

 
Required repair materials: 
 
- 10 mm drill 
- Instant clue Available at household- and hobbystores 

 

1. Starting situation: The hand grip is broken. 

 

2. Fix the piece on a table and drill out the 
broken pipe from the grip (about 1.5 cm).  
A 10mm drill is needed. 
 

 

3. Apply the glue in front of the plastic pipe. 

 

4. Insert the plastic pipe in the drilled out hand 
grip (see the picture). Be careful, therewith 
the glue does not blocked the air passage. 
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Cuts (outside repair, suggest for underside leaks) 

 

 
 
 
 
Required repair materials 

 

- Aceton:  Available at painter store 

- PVC adhesive (brand: GearAid)  Available at household- and hobbystore 

- Repair kit  Included in the delivery 

 

 

 

1. Clean the cuts completely with Aceton.  

 

2. Cut the repair piece to overlapp at least 

1.5cm (height) and 3cm (wide), cut the 

edges and clean with Aceton. 

 

3. Apply the cut and the repair piece evenly 

with PVC glue. Wait 10 minutes. Dry the 

surface until the glue is dry.  Please consider 

that the surface of cut and repair piece 

should be the same. 

 

 

 

4. Compress it strongly from outside. (Tipp: If 

possible weight it down with a heavy object!)  

 

5. Wait 24 hours until the glue is dry.   
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Cuts (inside repair) 

 
 

 
Required repair materials: 

 

Aceton:  Available at painter store 

PVC adhesive (brand: GearAid)  Availale at household- and hobbystore 

Repair Kit   Included in the delivery 

 

1. Clean the cuts completely with Aceton. 

 

 

2. Cut the repair piece to overlapp  at least 

1.5cm (height) and 3cm (wide), cut the 

edges and clean with Aceton  

 

 

 

3. Apply the cut and the repair piece evenly 

with PVC adhesive. Wait 10 minutes. Dry 

the surface until the adhesive is dry. Use 

one or more scraper to underpin, so that 

the glue is exposed to the air.  

 

 

 

4. Put the repair piece inside the Airboard.  

 

 

5. Compress it strongly and wait 24 hours 

(Tipp: If possible weight it down with a heavy 

object!) 

 

6. If you are not successful try an outside 

repair (see other repair guide) 
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